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RESEARCH PROJECT - REMOTE VIEW TARGET  3679-5421


Reason for request:


I was given a tip from a retired law enforcement officer last year about a location and action 
around it. I needed to get this report out to affirm what I was given and show people how 
remote viewing can be used in research. I wanted to see what remote viewers of various 
training levels could come up with, and just told them to report anything they got, not filter it 
out. They provided some rabbit trails that led to factual information I was not aware of, and is 
significant. 


Presented by Lynda Thompson (@Lynda_Katerra) to individuals with past remote viewing 
experience and to anyone who wanted to try. Photos used are for educational purposes.


Team - Twitter Handles (May not be real names):


Julie Farrell @Julesofthwood

Jon Majerowski @JonMajerowski

Braum Lincoln @BraumLincoln

Flying Weasel @MustelaVolantes

embii @EMBII4U


___________________________________________________________________________________


Julie Farrell @Julesofthwood


http://thompson.info


Julie also gets messages through music as she remote views. This is one example.


Julie’s additional comments:

That’s what I got…felt strange though..almost like viewing through falsehood or something not 
decided as yet


Beings, Shining one’s helping. Two monolithic objects..beings..not clear. Living technology?
Good vs bad vibes.


Lynda’s Notes:


Julie described ferris wheel, which is also some walls with connections some described 
https://twitter.com/messages/media/1415473867125149700


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OUZeDOaheUE
https://twitter.com/messages/media/1415473867125149700


Compare her comments and the photo with the song, there is also a river at the bottom of this 
11,000 ft. mountain. Several remote viewers commented on trees, concrete etc.


Trees, steep mountain, river below, cement, etc. described in several viewers’ comments.


embii

@EMBII4U


An individual totally unacquainted with remote viewing wanted to give it a try. That’s wonderful 
to get fresh eyes and see the results.


His drawings are fine. The left brain interpretation can miss, or not. He could be seeing beings 
and other things in the pictures as drawn, but mind interprets to be something else more 
logical. Nothing wrong with this for a beginner - and more significantly, could be another rabbit 
hole. 




(see next page)







Jon Majerowski @JonMajerowski




Braum Lincoln @BraumLincoln


I just came out of a meditation session. This was a tough target for some reason. I got the 
location in a wooded area, or within a wooded area. Lots of metal and concrete. It appears the 
structure looked like a concrete pad, like an airport or helicopter pad. Lots of energy being 
emitted. I felt/saw a lot of voices, messages. Very emotional place. Lots of stress and chaos. 
The impression I got was it is sometimes very busy, then other times empty and calm. The 
metal boxes I saw look like electrical transformers or something to do with radio or messages 
like transformers or servers.


I can't shake the overwhelming feeling that it's not occupied all the time, or it's only important 
at specific time periods. I see many people there, then other time nobody at all. Looks like lots 
of pine trees and smooth area in the center where the structures and equipment are in the 
middle. Very odd place. Really tough target to penetrate.




Impression I got were the boxes were for control or signal something energetic coming out of 
them. Maybe electrical panels or control panels. The lines coming off the boxes felt like the 
energy signal.  Feeling was very energetic like radio signal or radiation. Something strong.


Compare with Observatory design above.


Flying Weasel @MustelaVolantes


Wide hallway with squarish metal panels on the walls. Something like flush rivets in the 
corners. Walls didn’t feel warm or cold to the touch. Slightly rough texture. 


Sound: like a rising whistle. 


Person wearing a black parka with fur hood, looked like a Canada Goose jacket. 


A large room with tiers sloping downward, like an amphitheater. No one there. Had tables with 
nothing in them. Chairs looked new, but style was old. 


I had some voices, which I’ve never experienced before in RV! 

“What are you doing here?”




At first I believed was my own thought, then realized it wasn’t because it kept repeating in my 
head. I thought back “Just looking.” It responded “Go back to your person.” Then “You must 
wait.” Then I couldn’t get anything else. 


That was genuinely very strange. It was a deep RV session, though. Very meditative.


“Go back to your person.” That’s very strange sentence structure. Pretty weird, I’ve gotta say.

I am not familiar enough with the audio side of things to know how it works. It was exactly the 
same as when I’ve gotten information via mediumship, so I really don’t know what’s happening 

there. It’s probably more like telepathy, assuming it isn’t just imagination. And only way to know 
there is if it matches up with someone else.






Lynda’s Note:


I asked why the coat and Antarctica, I had mentioned another research project with Antarctica. 
I looked into this more, and the Vatican also does observatory/astronomical work in the 
Antarctica. Since this observatory is 10,000 high elevation, it is totally reasonable that this type 
of parka could be used there.


Comments about results from individuals after I told them basic information:


I've never heard of this place. Didn't know Vatican was involved in this sort of research.

Yeah, definitely saw all the trees. The area looked unusual to me. Interesting. Everyone did a 
great job. It's way up there. Sandia Crest in Albuquerque is 11,000. Thin air up there.

This doesn't feel good by the way. Place feels “dirty"


Lynda’s Notes:


Mount Graham is in the Superstition Mountains in Arizona, dangerous, haunted, different 
paranormal said to be there. ET, giants in the past, etc. 


The University of Arizona and Vatican Observatory run observatories there. Part of the year it is 
supposedly not in use. 


The Vatican through Jesuits literally stole the location from the Apaches, it was a high place for 
Apaches and Native Americans to worship there. They are no longer permitted to be there - 
totally not within the laws for Native Tribes to have access to their sacred lands for religious 
ceremonies. This was a large legal suit. Father Coyne stated that to convince him that the 
mountain was sacred he would need to see evidence of shrines and that he would not accept 
Apache oral history or statements by Apache-speaking Euro-American anthropologists.


Father Coyne further declared that Apache beliefs were “a kind of religiosity to which I cannot 
subscribe and which must be suppressed with all the force we can muster.”


The Arizona Republic (Phoenix, Arizona) reports that the Jesuit Father Charles W. Polzer calls 
opposition to the construction of the telescope complex on top of Mount Graham “part of a 
Jewish conspiracy” and comes from the Jewish lawyers of the American Civil Liberties Union 
who are out to undermine and destroy the Catholic Church.


He swore no evidence of the mountain being sacred could be presented and no sacrifice sites 
etc. The retired law enforcement officer told me not true, that there were sacred places that 
had been destroyed.


This mountain is the highest point, over 10,000 ft. where the observatory is located. It was the 
High Place, and the only portion of the mountain chain not considered a volcano.


You cannot go up there at all without a permit because a particular rare squirrel is found only 
on that mountain. 


The Jesuits were there even way back before a lot of others. It was rumored they had gold from 
the mines nearby and could still have it.


Interesting comments on the remote viewers being pushed away, blocked etc. 




Eternity symbol drawn by a couple of people.


I believe the observatory structure probably has underground facilities. The Vatican group does 
not give public tours from information I saw, but would totally expect to have some type of 
meeting room or viewing room as drawn out.


The Observatory doesn’t function year round from what I have seen, and per report I received.


This area is known for a lot of UFO, and black triangles. Many missing people and bodies are 
recovered near here, and if you realize how steep the mountain is, it wouldn’t be unlikely for 
some to be from attempting to go up the mountain.


The tip I received from a retired law enforcement officer last year was when the Observatory 
opened back up after annual maintenance (I believe in October from research I could do), the 
law enforcement officers were told to stay away. Special Ops type soldiers would be there in 
full battle-type clothing and weapons, equipment. When the big lights (lasers?) shown, it would 
attract beings. The officers would watch for the activity with curiosity and see what was 
happening. 


Beings were mentioned in the remote viewing. Jesuits in US seem to be very interested in the 
phenomena, extraterrestrials and related topics. I cannot rule out such activity. 


CONCLUSION:


The remote viewers’ details were excellent and provided new rabbit trails to explore. I found 
this to be a very helpful technique, especially since going to the property isn’t possible. I do 
have more research to do now as a result of this work. I also need to do further research on the 
situation with the Jesuit fight with the Apaches as I believe that is an important factor that 
needs to be disclosed to people. 


Some aspects of the tip I received cannot be verified without people in the area verifying such 
activity, and providing evidence. I believe it could be a credible tip based on the source and 
based on the fact Jesuits in the US seem to be particularly interested in extraterrestrials.


Lynda Thompson



